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Source: International Energy Association. IEA and IPCC (2014) Summary for Policymakers.

Do you know of any uban mobility experiments?



In a database analysis of the transformative capacity of urban 

experimentation (Wolfram, 2016) of 400 experiments in 225 

cities, Castan Broto et al. (2019) found reflectivity and social 

learning as the least satisfied criterion. It had a satisfaction rate 

of less than 1%. 

Source: Beukers and Bertolini, 2023, Fostering learning beyond urban experiment boundaries 

Was learning important for the uban mobility

experiment you were involved with? 



• Social learning

• Reflexive learning

• Single – double – triple loop learning

• From implicit (tacit) knowledge – to explicite

• Experiential learning

How to learn through urban mobility experiments?

What helped you to learn through

the uban mobility experiment you were involved

with? 





Urban mobility experiments lack

attention for learning: lack of time, 

lasting attention

Attenion drifts away > 

paradox between

internal and external

experiments succes

What is going on?

Why is this happening? 

Strategy for learning

within and beyond

experiment boundary

Applied at program of 12 

urban mobility experiments

(large to small) How to improve?

How to apply in real live context? 

How did it work out? 

Beukers and Bertolini (2021), Learning 

for transitions: an experiential strategy

for urban experiments

What worked:

- Most rich learning through ( 

interactive) exercises, stimulating

self thinking, designing, doing.

- Attention for learning = a main

goal (so no failure)

What didn’t work:

- Unclear if lessons learned foster

transition

Beukers and Bertolini (2023), Fostering 

learning beyond urban experiment 

boundaries

How could experiential learning help you to learn

through uban mobility experimentation? 



Directly and indirectly involved participants learned supported by the

experiential learning strategy. What worked: learning exercises: self

thinking, designing, acting. 

BUT, transition impact remained very little.

Learning is not enough: 

- Knowledge transfer

- Individual learning

- Organizational/ institutional

learning

Urban mobility experiments lack

attention for learning: lack of 

time, lasting attention

Attenion drifts away

> paradox between

internal and

external

experiments succes

What is going on?

Why is this happening? 

Strategy for learning

within and beyond

experiment 

boundary

Applied at program 

of 12 urban mobility

experiments (large 

to small)

How to improve?

How to apply in real live 

context? 

How did it work out? 

How to translate 

lessons learned into

applicable actions? 

Learning Living Labs/ learning

communities:

1. Make explicit: what did you learn?

2. Design excerse: translate lessons

learned into applicable action 

Different level of actions: 

- Institutional (setting up 

meeting with eldermen to

discuss financial arrangement)

- Personal (change workplace

once a week)

- Cultural (understanding each

others language)

What worked:

- Most rich learning through ( interactive) 

exercises, stimulating self thinking, designing, 

doing.

- Attention for learning = a main goal (so no 

failure)

What didn’t work:

- Unclear if lessons learned foster transition

What did you learn from this presentation?

How can you use these insights for your own work?
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